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Abstract: In recent years, two separate research streams have focused on information sharing between
the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and hippocampus (HC). Research into spatial working memory
has shown that successful execution of many types of behaviors requires synchronous activity in
the theta range between the mPFC and HC, whereas studies of memory consolidation have shown
that shifts in area dependency may be temporally modulated. While the nature of information
that is being communicated is still unclear, spatial working memory and remote memory recall is
reliant on interactions between these two areas. This review will present recent evidence that shows
that these two processes are not as separate as they first appeared. We will also present a novel
conceptualization of the nature of the medial prefrontal representation and how this might help
explain this area’s role in spatial working memory and remote memory recall.
Keywords: hippocampus; medial prefrontal cortex; spatial working memory; remote memory; Theta

1. Introduction
Spatial memory is one of the most well-studied functions in neuroscience. While extensive
research has firmly established that the medial temporal lobes, including the hippocampus (HC),
are a central node for spatial memory function; recently, there has been a growing line of evidence
suggesting that the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), including the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC),
also plays an integral role. Furthermore, research has shown that it is the interactions between these
two areas that may be at the heart of successful encoding and retrieval of spatial information. This idea
has arisen from two disparate research streams: one into spatial working memory and the other into
the consolidation of long-term spatial memories. Studies of spatial working memory concentrate
on ‘online’ processing of trial specific spatial information and examine how information is shared
between the two areas. These studies have primarily employed in vivo electrophysiology to show
that neurons in the two areas fire synchronously during working memory tasks [1–4]. Consolidation
studies examine the possible transference of spatial information from the medial temporal lobes to
the prefrontal cortex. It is argued that, as time passes, memories are transferred, in some fashion,
from one area to another, so more recent memories are dependent on the medial temporal lobes and
more remote memories on the mPFC [5,6]. This review will examine both spatial working memory
and long-term memory interactions between the mPFC and HC, concentrating on whether these
processes are inherently separate or merely two sides of the same coin. We will first present evidence
of online spatial processing in neuronal ensembles in both areas. Next, we will detail work that reveals
that neural oscillations help to coordinate activity in the two areas during spatial working memory
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tasks. Then, we will examine the evidence from consolidation studies. Finally, we will attempt to link
together these two research streams.
2. Processing and Encoding Information about Space and Context
The ability to encode information about our surroundings is crucial for survival; however, this
can be a complex cognitive process. Spatial learning requires immediate processing of incoming
information that is reliant on an interconnected network of multiple brain areas. Research has
repeatedly established that the HC and surrounding medial temporal areas are crucial for processing
spatial information (for review, see [7]). A classic example of this effect can be seen when the HC
is lesioned and animals are unable to successfully navigate through space [8]. Additionally, a vast
wealth of electrophysiological data has shown robust spatially-related responses in hippocampal
neurons [9,10], temporal sequence or time-related responses [11], stimulus specific responses [12,13],
and contextual responses [14]. While the data implicating the mPFC’s role in spatial processing has
not been as abundant, previous work has shown this area to be fundamental for spatial learning [15].
Below, we will highlight recently reported electrophysiological studies that have shown similarities
and differences between the HC and mPFC during the active processing of spatial information.
2.1. Space: The Hippocampus
Neurons in the rodent HC are highly attuned to processing and encoding information about
the surrounding world. Successful navigation through a spatial task requires the constant updating
of currently available contextual cues and access to previously stored information [16]. Neuronal
ensembles in the HC are well suited to this, and it has previously been reported that these cells
communicate specific contextual information about environments [9,17–21]. Hippocampal ensembles
create a unique neural representation of each spatial environment that consists of many individual
place fields that together tile the entire environment ([22–24]; see Figure 1A,C). When moved to
another environment, the activity states across the hippocampal network shift and another neural
representation arises that is consistent with the second environment [9,25,26]. In perhaps the
most extreme example of dynamic shifts in neuronal environmental representations, Jezek and
colleagues [27] recorded neurons from the HC during a task in which subjects were ‘teleported’
between two distinct but familiar environments. Teleportation was accomplished by allowing subjects
to forage in two environments that were the same in every way except for lighting patterns (horizontal
or vertical). Throughout exposures, researchers identified unique hippocampal place fields for each
environment. After the environments had become completely familiar to the subjects, the test phase
(teleportation) was initiated. The test phase started like each of the other exposures, with the subject
placed in the environment and allowed to explore freely. However, after a set amount of time,
the researchers changed the wall lights to the opposing pattern. The change in light pattern caused place
fields to flicker (back and forth firing between place fields previously observed in each environment)
before settling into a representation that resembled the current environment. These results indicate
that neurons in the HC are actively encoding and processing visual information about surroundings,
even when this change happens rapidly and unexpectedly.
Showing that hippocampal networks have unique firing patterns for different environments
does provide circumstantial evidence for the existence of a hippocampal spatial engram, and this
idea was furthered when experimenters used network activity itself to create new spatial codes in
the hippocampus [28]. Animals were exposed to a neutral environment and the engram for that
environment was tagged. Then, animals were shocked in a different environment and the neutral
environment representation was simultaneously stimulated, thus meshing the representations of the
shock and neutral environments. This manipulation leads to increased freezing behavior in the neutral
environment, and the authors concluded that they had created a false memory by manipulating the
engram of the neutral environment. While there are valid criticisms to the approach employed in
this study (effectiveness of doxycycline viral suppression, temporal control of viral expression), this
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study does reinforce the idea that a hippocampal engram exists and that it is unique for different
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Figure 1. Spatial tuning of hippocampus (HC) & medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) single-units. (A,B)
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Spatial processing is obviously an important part of behavior and the HC clearly plays a
fundamental role, but like any neurological process, one brain area is not solely responsible; rather,
a widely distributed network of structures is involved. Many other brain areas have been implicated in
spatial processing including visual areas [29], parietal areas [30], auditory areas [31], the amygdala [32],
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the striatum [33], the mPFC [34], and even the cerebellum [35]. When analyzing neural networks
involved in cognitive processes, some areas play specific roles and others may serve as more central
processing nodes. For example, the amygdala is important for contextual fear learning [36], but
not emotionally neutral spatial processing [37]. Furthermore, mPFC has also been implicated in
specific spatial tasks, both requiring and not requiring working memory [38–40]; acquisition of fear
Brain Sci. 2017, 7, 43
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Figure 2. Coding Schemes of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and hippocampus (HC).
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In 1994, Gray theorized that neural networks involving multiple brain areas could share
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HC. While neurons and field potentials in the mPFC are synchronized with theta rhythms recorded in
both the dorsal and ventral aspects of the HC [1], more detailed observations and analysis have shown
that neural synchrony between the mPFC and HC is likely mediated by ventral regions [77,78]. Thus,
it would be reasonable to surmise that mPFC-HC theta interactions are the product of activation of
the direct excitatory projections from ventral CA1 to the mPFC. In conjunction, the temporal offset
between mPFC unit maximum phase-locking [1] is nearly identical to the conduction delay along this
ventral CA1 to the mPFC pathway [4,76–78]. A recent study by Hallock and colleagues [79] offers
a confounding result that directly questions this conclusion, and instead suggests that connections
routed through the nucleus reuniens are of primary importance. They recorded LFPs in mPFC and
HC while they inactivated the nucleus reuniens and found that both theta synchrony and spatial
working memory performance decreased. It should also be noted that there are dense projections
from the nucleus reuniens to ventral CA1 and that the same reuniens neurons project to both ventral
CA1 and the mPFC, so these findings are not entirely inconsistent with the conclusions of O’Neill and
colleagues [80]. Clearly, there is still much to be learned about the relationship between the complex
anatomical connections between the mPFC and the HC and how they are involved in both electrical
and spatial learning interactions. It is possible that theta interactions either can arise via different
pathways connecting the two areas or might involve the simultaneous activation of multiple pathways,
or might be mediated by a different structure simultaneously entraining both the HC and mPFC.
At this point, it is unclear which is correct, and it is certainly possible that there are multiple ways for
theta interactions to emerge; however, more research is needed into this important question.
Another way to approach the problem is to examine for functional differences between the dorsal
and ventral HC. While it is true that both areas are involved in spatial learning [81,82] and spatial working
memory [83], more robust spatial deficits are found following dorsal insults/inactivations [84,85] while
ventral insults/inactivations primarily impair olfactory working memory [86] and contextual and
trace fear conditioning [87–89]. These studies have supported the longstanding idea that the dorsal
HC is more involved in spatial navigation and learning, while the ventral areas are more important
for emotion and olfaction [90]. While these lesion studies make a compelling case for a functional
topography along the longitudinal axis of the HC, the differences revealed in unit recordings are not
as robust. Multiple reports have shown that there is a systematic increase in the place field size from
the dorsal to the ventral pole [91–93], but it is not clear whether this amounts to any real differences
in spatial information processing. Keinath and colleagues [94] examined spatial representations
along this axis and found no substantive differences in terms of cue or context-induced remapping in
neural spatial reconstruction at the population-level. While more research is needed to more clearly
understand the different roles the dorsal and ventral HC, the idea that there is a hard disassociation
where spatial information is only present in dorsal CA1 is not accurate. Many of these questions are
outside the scope of the current review; however, in terms of mPFC-HC theta interactions, does it
really matter if recordings are made in dorsal or ventral HC? The available data seem to indicate it
does not, as Jones and Wilson [95] found no distinguishable correlations in how dorsal or ventral CA1
neurons were coactive with mPFC neurons during spatial memory tasks.
3.2. HC-mPFC Interactions during Spatial Processing
To better understand the relevance of theta interactions between brain areas, Siapas et al. [1]
recorded hippocampal and mPFC neurons and local field potentials (LFPs) during an array of spatial
tasks. The data from these experiments resulted in the first reported evidence that mPFC neurons
are phase-locked to hippocampally generated theta rhythms. Additionally, it was revealed that this
entrainment occurs during multiple behavioral paradigms including: the eight-arm radial maze, spatial
delayed alternation, and exploration of novel environments. Because this result was found during
multiple behaviors, it suggests that phase-locking was not merely the product of spatial working
memory calculations, but rather may have reflected a more general processing of spatial information.
However, the practical relevance of this finding was not made apparent until a number of other studies
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examined how this type of communication relates to more specific types of behavior. Our lab recorded
mPFC units and hippocampal LFPs while animals performed a spatial delayed non-match to sample
task, which required subjects to perform a sequenced chain of behaviors: lever press, nose poke,
and an additional non-matching lever press to receive a reward. We found that, in trials, animals
made errors and there was a huge drop-off in the number of mPFC neurons that were phase-locked
to the hippocampal theta rhythm [3]. Interestingly, this occurred equally during both the sample
and test phases, which made it impossible to determine if these theta interactions were important
for encoding or retrieving the sample stimulus information. Similarly, Jones and Wilson [95] found
that that in erroneous delayed alternation trials, mPFC-HC theta phase-locking and coherence were
significantly lower. Furthermore, they also found that both of these metrics were strongest at the
choice point in a T-maze, which again made it difficult to discern exactly what information was being
communicated between areas. In this case, the information could have been prospective (“go right
ahead”) or retrospective (“went left last trial”); nonetheless, it was clear that strong theta interactions
were associated with task accuracy.
We have seen evidence that synchrony between the HC and mPFC is important for spatially
dependent and working memory behaviors, although implications beyond a mere flow of information
have remained elusive. Benchenane and colleagues [4] revealed another role for mPFC-HC theta
interactions in influencing the formation of functional neural networks. After subjects were fully
trained on a dual rule y-maze task, the researchers switched the allocentric cues, which required
the subjects to relearn task rules. During this ‘relearning’ phase, it was shown that more mPFC
neurons were entrained to theta and that mPFC cell assemblies were formed during periods with
high theta coherence. Altogether, these results have shown that working memory task learning
and performance is directly influenced by the strength of theta frequency interactions between
these two areas. This point was conclusively shown in 2016, when researchers inactivated the
nucleus reuniens while simultaneously recording in both the mPFC and HC. This inactivation
prevented mPFC-HC theta synchrony and also impaired working memory performance [80]. Future
work will hopefully be able to provide insights about the specific nature of the information being
conveyed between the HC and mPFC during working memory tasks (i.e., retrospective/prospective or
encoding/retrieval or attention-related), but, at this point, there is a substantial amount of correlative
data that indicate that theta interactions between these areas somehow enable successful spatial
working memory performance.
3.3. Prefrontal Influence on HC Function
The above results lead to two equally reasonable possibilities about working memory theta
interactions: (1) they represent the sharing of some types of trial specific task information (i.e., the last
trial was a right turn or the sample was the left lever); (2) they are indicative of enhanced information
transfer in a more general sense. This second possibility more readily addresses non-working memory
tasks, where it is difficult to postulate in any way about what information is being shared between the
HC and mPFC. Our own lab has found strong mPFC unit phase-locking to hippocampal theta rhythm
in non-working memory spatial tasks (environment exploration, alleyway maze) [96], and these
mPFC-HC interactions are mechanistically similar to the working memory findings, in that each case
involves theta frequency synchronous unit firing in the two areas. Other work has revealed that the
relationship between these two areas is more complex and nuanced than the mere sharing of working
memory information. In a series of experiments, Kyd and Bilkey studied the effects of mPFC lesions
on hippocampal place cell activity, finding that CA1 place fields were abnormally sized, less stable
over time, and more reactive to changes in the local environment than in undisturbed animals [97,98].
Another lab found that mPFC inactivation did not affect previously formed CA1 place fields at a goal
area, but did overall make place cell activity less variable [99]. It has previously been suggested that
firing variance within a place field is indicative of various cognitive aspects of spatial processing,
including the possible switching between different spatial codes that is necessary during alternation
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tasks [13,100], and this is argued to be a measure of cognitive flexibility [101,102] It appears that mPFC
activity is helping to modulate hippocampal place cell firing variance and, in turn, may affect the
flexible usage of spatial information. It is possible that the more contextual spatial signal found in
mPFC ensembles helps to serve as a “unifying” behaviorally-based message for hippocampal place
cells. This could help to make place cells less likely to be at the whim of changes to local cues rather
than cognitive cues like a ‘goal area’ and also allow for the flexible usage of multiple spatial codes
depending on behavioral needs. Thus, the mPFC might be important for helping to make the CA1
place code more adaptable to keep up with changing cognitive demands.
4. Dependency Shift after Consolidation
Scoville and Milner [103] were the first to report the hippocampus’ importance for forming
new declarative memories in their landmark case study of Henry Molaison. However, this area is
not solely responsible for storing and retrieving past experiences; rather, it mediates interactions
with surrounding brain areas [104] which enables temporal reorganization [105,106] and facilitates
long-term memory storage. Extrahippocampal memory storage has proven to be quite complex and
includes many separate brain areas; for example, the cerebellum [107], entorhinal cortex [108], auditory
cortex [109], visual associations areas [110], and prefrontal areas [5] have all been implicated in some
type of memory storage.
A central problem when studying long-term memories is being able to differentiate between
memory storage and retrieval. Memory storage generally refers to structural changes at the synaptic
level while retrieval can be seen in the pattern of activity across a neuronal ensemble or the successful
usage of previously learned information [111]. Certainly, these processes are for the most part
directly related since stronger synapses between cells will make those same cells more likely to be
co-activated [112]. The tight relationship between these two processes is illuminated by administering
compounds such as anisomycin that disrupt long-term structural changes to synapses either during or
shortly after learning. These compounds effectively disable memory storage and subsequently impair
memory retrieval [113–115]. Conversely, retrieval can be disrupted by inactivating neurons during
recall sessions, as detailed in multiple studies discussed below. However, disentangling these two
processes has remained difficult, but, recently, methodological innovations have made it possible to
experimentally differentiate between these two processes, helping to parse out the clear distinction
that exists between memory storage and retrieval. By optogenetically-inducing long-term depression
in amygdalar neurons, and thus disrupting the storage mechanism of the memory trace, Nabavi
and colleagues were able to prevent the retrieval of that memory; however, when the same neural
network was optogenetically-excited, the fear behavior returned [116]. Thus, the authors were able to
show that memory retrieval is possible even after disrupting memory storage. While conceptually
and mechanistically linked, these two processes can be disassociated with careful experimentation;
however, in most studies, it is not possible to separate out these processes. Further complicating the
literature, researchers use the term engram or trace to refer to both the active cells that make up a
memory retrieval ensemble and the synaptically connected network of cells that make up memory
storage. In this paper, we use the term engram to refer to a specific pattern of activity across a neuronal
population that is activated during memory encoding and retrieval. In this section, we will first review
studies into the long-term storage of navigational and contextual information within the mPFC, then
highlight possible mechanisms for memory storage and readout, and, lastly, examine shifts in activity
states during remote memory recall.
4.1. Evidence from Pharmacological Inactivation
For many creatures, the ability to memorize the locations of reliable food sources to exploit, while
also avoiding areas of high predation, is critical for their survival. It has previously been shown
that inactivation of the mPFC disrupts retrieval of remotely formed conditioned fear memories [6],
conditioned taste aversion [117], spatial learning [5], and spatial navigation [15]. Such results readily
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invite the conclusion that these memories have become completely reliant on prefrontal areas [118].
An early example of this mechanism was discovered with a series of closed field maze tests. It was
found that posterior cingulate cortex lesions only affect recall if the damage occurs shortly after initial
training (11 days); however, ACC lesions affect performance when they are made long after acquisition
(48 days; [119]. Another example of the ACC’s involvement in remote memory recall comes from
Liu and colleagues [120], who trained rodents on an inhibitory avoidance task employing contextual
cues and foot shocks. After three consecutive days of training, the ACC was inactivated and subjects
were retested at a later time. Subjects in the ACC lesion group did not exhibit any avoidance to
the conditioning chamber, which suggests that the ACC has an important role for recollection of a
consolidated fear memory. These findings show that the mPFC, including the ACC, is an important
brain structure for using remote memories to perform spatial navigation tasks, but they do little in
explaining the mechanisms at work during recollection or the nature of the memory trace that may
persist in the mPFC long after initial learning.
4.2. Electrophysiological Evidence
Memory traces, like those found in the HC [28], may exist in the mPFC, though, at this point,
the evidence is merely suggestive. Neuronal firing patterns that are consistent with memory usage in
this area are implicated in a wide array of tasks including foraging [121], anticipation [122,123], error
detection [124], avoidance [120], and consolidation [125]. An integral part of memory formation is
believed to be temporally compressed replay of recently experienced neuronal firing sequences during
sleep [126]. Though this process was first characterized in the HC, mPFC cells also exhibit accelerated
replay of previously learned tasks [127] and rules [128]. Compressed replay is widely believed to be
an important aspect of long-term memory formation and storage, by helping to engender neuronal
plasticity [129–131]. During learning, there are dynamic changes in prefrontal networks that coincide
with behavioral improvement [132] and elevated mPFC activity during learning is predictive of later
recollection [133]. In addition, throughout learning of context-dependent associations, firing patterns in
mPFC evolve until maximal learning has taken place and they become fixed [106,134]. Dynamic shifts
in mPFC activity throughout learning of new memories and retrieval of existing memories suggest
that this area plays an integral role in memory processes [135]. In each of these findings, we see mPFC
neurons displaying, or undergoing, a process that is similar to processes reported in hippocampal
neurons that most would argue are indicative of memory formation [16]. In addition, these findings
may explain why such profound deficits were observed in spatial navigation and contextual memories
resulting from mPFC inactivation [15]. Taken together, it is hard to argue against the importance of the
mPFC for completion of a remotely learned task. It is certainly possible that, throughout the learning
and consolidation processes, areas including the mPFC are encoding and storing information about
experiences. However, it should be noted that there have been no reports of human cingulotomy
patients encountering long-term memory problems [136]. It is possible that this is due to an inherent
difference between species that has yet to be isolated. However, it is also possible that the nature of
the information stored in the mPFC trace may not be what is implied by findings showing behavioral
failures in remote memory spatial navigation tasks. We will revisit this idea in a section below, but, for
now, we can safely conclude that currently there is strong evidence supporting the role of prefrontal
areas in some aspect of memory storage and recollection in rodents.
4.3. Activity States during Remote Memory Recall
A better understanding of activity states in the mPFC during memory readout may help to
explain the neural processes for memory recollection. Among this area of study, experiments utilizing
immediate early genes (IEG) and optogenetics have made remarkable strides in outlining physical
characteristics of remote memory recall. Utilizing a notable IEG, c-fos, researchers have been able
to map out large cortical networks and identify memory specific connectomes [137]. Furthermore,
utilizing a combination of optogenetics and c-fos researchers has identified hippocampal networks
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relating to spatial memories, and, through stimulation, has been able to induce false recollection [28].
Importantly, c-fos expression is a powerful metric for examining how and what brain areas are activated
during recollection of remotely formed memories. Frankland and colleagues [6] examined how mPFC
activity changed as memories progress from being recently formed to more remote. They conditioned
mice to fear environmental cues until maximum learning had taken place, and it was found that
c-fos expression was elevated in the ACC after consolidation had occurred. Separately, subjects were
given lidocaine injections to the ACC at either 1, 3, 18, or 36 days after learning. Subjects in the one
and three-day groups exhibited freezing behavior much like controls, whereas subjects in the 18 and
36 day conditions displayed significantly less freezing behavior. This result tells us that the mPFC
is inherently active, while recalling contextual information about past experiences, but only after a
set amount of time. When considered together with their c-fos findings, these results suggest not
only that the ACC is important for remote memory recall, but also that the memory itself may be
stored in ACC neurons. This result was later replicated with a different behavioral paradigm, when
Teixeira et al. [138] used a water maze to test recall of a specific location during recent (one-day) or
remote (30 day) retrieval. The researchers measured c-fos expression in the ACC during recent or
remote trial conditions, and it was again found that the ACC exhibits elevated activity during the
remote recall phase. Next, researchers utilized pharmacological inactivation of either the ACC or HC
and found, unsurprisingly, that animals with recent or remote hippocampal inactivation were impaired;
however, ACC inactivation only impaired recall in the remote condition. While lesion/inactivation
studies alone can identify brain areas important for some function, they leave open the possibility that
the lesioned area might only be serving as a pathway or throughput for information that is needed
by other important areas. By pairing lesion/inactivation results with cellular activity markers, this
research has established that the important neuronal processes for remote spatial memory usage
are indeed occurring within the ACC. This idea was further established with the aid of optogenetic
stimulation. Mice were trained to fear foot shocks associated with specific environments while also
habituating to other environments. Researchers first genetically tagged ACC neurons that were
active in the shock environment. Then, they optogenetically excited these ACC neurons in a neutral
environment and thus induced conditioned fear memories as seen through elevated freezing [74].
These results, and the others discussed here, directly support the idea that ACC neurons are of primary
importance for forming and retrieving spatial memories.
5. Ideas on the Nature of the mPFC Memory Trace
The findings detailed in this paper make a very strong case that, at least in the rodent, the mPFC
is an integral area for the usage of remote spatial memories. However, what information exactly is
contained in a consolidated mPFC memory trace is still far from certain. Some of the most influential
theories about the mPFC’s role in long-term memory posit that, after time has passed, the mPFC plays
a role during remote recall that is inherently similar to the role the HC plays during recent recall.
That is, the mPFC helps to coordinate activity in diverse sets of neurons in various cortical association
areas where the individual aspects of the memory are thought to be stored [139,140]. Theoretically
there are, at least, two distinct possibilities for what this might mean about an mPFC memory trace:
(1) it is inherently similar to the HC trace due to the HC passing on its trace to the mPFC over the
course of consolidation; or (2) it is unique from the HC trace, but the mPFC trace is more durable, and,
after, the HC trace naturally fades over time, the mPFC trace is all that remains. In both situations,
after time has passed, memory usage will be dependent on the mPFC; however, the actual nature
of the information in the mPFC should be different. The first characterization suggests that mPFC
activity should be rather similar to hippocampal activity, and in some cases that are thought to be
strongly related to memory processing, this is true; for example, neurons in both areas exhibit strong
stimulus and response behavioral correlates [141,142]; exhibit theta phase precession [95]; and show
compressed replay of neuronal activity [127]. Notably absent, however, from any similarities are
detailed spatial signals, which interestingly are precisely the type of remote memories first found to be
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mPFC dependent [5]. While the experimental evidence certainly supports a substantial role for the
mPFC in remote memory readout, it is clear that the mPFC signal is not merely a mirror image of the
hippocampal signal. The mPFC spatial signal is highly distributed and only manifests when whole
ensembles are considered [19], but the HC contains a strikingly sparse spatial code ([143]; see Figures 1
and 2). Notice how, in Figure 2, as more mPFC neurons are included in the analysis, more spatial
information represented across the ensemble, while, for hippocampal ensembles, less information is
gained by considering more neurons. This is certainly due to inherent structural differences between
the two areas, but it also is likely indicative of unique processes occurring in each area. The second
possibility introduced above posits that the mPFC is forming an alternative mnemonic representation
in parallel to the HC, and that, in essence, both traces are quite different. Working memory studies
show that the two areas are freely sharing information and it is also clear that activity in each area can
affect processing in the other, which would suggest separate but complementary processes.
If the mPFC is not storing hippocampal-like information, such as a place code, then what
information is stored in the mPFC to begin with? Another way to address this point is to ask what
unique signal is the mPFC contributing to for hippocampally-formed memories? We believe that the
answer to these questions can be found by examining the results from electrophysiological recordings
from the mPFC and HC, or, rather, to understand storage, we need to examine retrieval activity,
which hypothetically should be inherently similar to encoding activity. We know that single mPFC
cells contain very little spatial information except for areas around a goal location [19,120]; however,
across mPFC ensembles, a clear contextual signal appears that incorporates spatial information with
behavioral relevance [19,44–46,144–146]. In fact, the larger the number of mPFC neurons considered,
the greater the amount of contextual information ([19,144]; see Figure 2). This highly distributed
contextual signal provides a framework for incorporating behavioral with spatial information and
maybe this is exactly what the mPFC is initially passing on to the HC, and, in turn, maybe this
framework is what the HC is consolidating back out to the mPFC, or this signal just persists after the
HC trace has naturally faded. Thus, remote memory usage failures occur when the mPFC is inactivated
because this framework is missing from the retrieved hippocampal trace. Furthermore, the mPFC
signal might be structured based upon spatial information, such as in the absence of an overt task, or it
may be influenced by cognitive/behavioral information. This provides the mPFC signal with a high
degree of flexibility, which is in line with the mPFC’s substantial role in behavioral flexibility [147–152].
The mPFC context signal could serve as a lattice for the internal hippocampal representation,
allowing certain locations/stimuli to be associated with behavioral relevance (see Figure 4). This
would readily explain why Hok et al. [99] found evidence of decreased cognitive flexibility in HC
circuits after mPFC inactivation, and it would also explain why Kyd and Bilkey [97,98] found that
mPFC inactivation made CA1 place cells more likely to be influenced by local cues. Thus, the mPFC
serves to help unify information into a singular context signal and also allows for behavioral, cognitive,
and emotional information to be attached to specific locations/responses/stimuli that may appear
within this context. In fact, mPFC cells have been found to “tag” locations in working memory,
tracking how often they had been visited [146] similar to how mPFC ensembles ‘tag’ consecutive
operant responses during a sequence chain [153]. Both of these findings are consistent with the mPFC
being integral for incorporating spatial with behavioral information into a singular representation or
context signal.
A “unifying” framework, or context signal, also explains why mPFC lesions only impair
performance when tasks become more difficult and require behavioral flexibility [154–156]. To flexibly
respond in a situation where only partial information is given or when there is a shift in rules requires
one to incorporate multiple possible responses within a unified framework. For instance, when de
Bruin et al. [147] challenged mPFC lesioned animals with a water maze reversal, these animals failed to
rapidly find the new goal location; however, these same animals had no deficits when initially learning
the first goal location. In this case, the mPFC would be providing a behavioral framework of how the
task works, such as: get dropped in water and find a safe location. It is possible animals that with
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lesioned mPFCs were able to learn the task by simply memorizing one location for safety, while still not
conceptualizing the larger idea that safe locations exist and finding them is part of the task. Consistent
with this interpretation, Granon and Poucet [157] found that mPFC inactivation did not impair water
maze performance when novel start sites were used for the same goal location. Completing this type
Brain Sci. 2017, 7, 43
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of task requires incorporating spatial information with behavioral and cognitive information to form
a rule representation. Similarly, one could imagine that, in alternation tasks, the mPFC is helping
trials. This requires the animal to flexibly switch between hippocampal space codes to get to the
with the idea that the goal location switches locations between trials. This requires the animal to
correct goal on consecutive trials [158], and mPFC lesions do, in fact, impair hippocampal place code
flexibly switch between hippocampal space codes to get to the correct goal on consecutive trials [158],
flexibility [99]. In many ways, all of these tasks and processes require the animal to consider
and mPFC lesions do, in fact, impair hippocampal place code flexibility [99]. In many ways, all of these
individual elements (locations, responses) while simultaneously being aware of all the other
tasks and processes require the animal to consider individual elements (locations, responses) while
possibilities, and one way to accomplish this would be to have each element also linked to a larger
simultaneously being aware of all the other possibilities, and one way to accomplish this would be to
context framework. Thus, when any single item is considered, the context framework is primed and
have each element also linked to a larger context framework. Thus, when any single item is considered,
thus any other items associated with that context framework would be readily available. This would
the context framework is primed and thus any other items associated with that context framework
explain why mPFC response and stimulus representations are distinct depending on which context
would be readily available. This would explain why mPFC response and stimulus representations are
(either environmental or behavioral) the animal is in [19,44,46].
distinct depending on which context (either environmental or behavioral) the animal is in [19,44,46].

Figure 4. Schematic of the unique coding properties of the hippocampus (HC) and medial prefrontal
Figure 4. Schematic of the unique coding properties of the hippocampus (HC) and medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC), and their integration. (a) purely spatial coding in HC; (b) behaviorally-driven coding in
cortex (mPFC), and their integration. (a) purely spatial coding in HC; (b) behaviorally-driven coding
mPFC; (c) in the integrated representation, the appropriate behaviors are associated with locations.
in mPFC; (c) in the integrated representation, the appropriate behaviors are associated with locations.
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incorporate all sorts of cognitive processes (emotional valence, rules, and sequences) with spatial
information, and this framework is what will eventually be stored within the mPFC. It is equally
possible that since the encoded mPFC trace never contained specific spatial information aside from
the goal location, that with mPFC taken offline for remote recall, the animal might still be aware of
its location within an environment, but there is no memory of what makes the goal location different
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all sorts of cognitive processes (emotional valence, rules, and sequences) with spatial information,
and this framework is what will eventually be stored within the mPFC. It is equally possible that since
the encoded mPFC trace never contained specific spatial information aside from the goal location, that
with mPFC taken offline for remote recall, the animal might still be aware of its location within an
environment, but there is no memory of what makes the goal location different from all other locations.
All of these possibilities are based upon observations from mPFC recording studies, and thus the
answer to what is consolidated to the mPFC has already been answered, and is evidenced in every
mPFC electrophysiological study.
This idea leads to several readily testable predictions. For example, when the mPFC is taken offline
for remote retrieval, all the individual aspects of a remembered memory would be present in other brain
areas, but without the mPFC’s framework for this information, none of the locations/responses/stimuli
would have much meaning. Thus, in this situation, if one was to record from area CA1, one could
expect to see relatively intact hippocampal place codes even though the animal might still fail to find
the correct goal location. In remote recall of conditioned fear, CA1 place fields should again be intact
even though freezing might not occur. In a task that requires the mPFC, such as set-shifting, one
would expect the mPFC to lead the HC when the animal switches between rules. Similarly, when
an animal approaches a goal location, the mPFC should, at least momentarily, lead the HC as well.
Indeed, Place et al. [161] found that when animals explored objects within a known environment,
the mPFC oscillated first and the HC was entrained to the mPFC’s theta rhythm. Evidence can also
be seen when mPFC neurons fire during remote recall to locations that had previously had an object
placed there [162]. Additionally, if the HC trace naturally fades and the mPFC trace persists, in any
remote recall situation, we might expect the mPFC to retrieve the memory without any change in
hippocampal activity. Indeed, if the retrieved mPFC context signal is being utilized by the HC to
activate the more spatially specific representation present in hippocampal networks, then the mPFC
should take the lead and hippocampal activity should be entrained to mPFC oscillations. While none
of these individual predictions, if proven, would completely confirm this idea, together they would
provide a better understanding of what exactly is stored in the mPFC and allow future debates to
concentrate on the more esoteric details such as the relative importance of attention as opposed to
emotion, cognition, or context.
6. Conclusions
In this review, we have examined recent findings that relate to the importance of interactions
between the HC and mPFC for processing and storing spatial information. We have discussed evidence
supporting the idea that both the mPFC and HC process spatial information in unique ways. We have
shown that, during the completion of many different types of spatial tasks, interactions between
these two brain areas mediate behaviors and accompany successful execution. Lastly, we have looked
at shifts in memory dependency throughout consolidation. While it is quite clear that interactions
between the mPFC and HC are important for successful execution of many behaviors and other
cognitive processes, there are still a number of questions that have not yet been answered: what type
of information is being transmitted between brain areas during spatial working memory tasks? Does
the mPFC store memory traces that help to mediate behaviorally relevant recall in the HC? Are spatial
working memory and consolidation a related process? Is the mPFC forming and storing a unique
representation of experience independent from the HC? Clearly, after a certain amount of time has
passed, executing tasks demanding the retrieval of a contextual memory requires an intact mPFC, but
knowing what aspects of that memory trace have been stored there remains elusive.
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